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Abstract
A nearly unstable sequence of stationary spatial autoregressive processes is 
investigated, where the autoregressive coefficients are equal, and their sum tends 
to one. It is shown that the limiting distribution of the least squares estimators 
for these coefficients are normal and, in contrast to the doubly geometric process, 
the typical rate of convergence is n ~5/A.
K eywords. Autoregressive model, asymptotic normality, martingale central 
limit theorem.
1 In tro d u c tio n
The analysis of spatial models is of interest in many different fields such as geography, 
geology, biology and agriculture. See, e.g., Basu and Reinsel [3] for a discussion on 
these applications.
The only spatial autoregressive model for which nearly unstability has been studied 
is the so called doubly geometric spatial autoregressive process
Xk,e =  aX k-i,e  +  @ X k/-i  — a @ X k - i / - i  +  £k,e
introduced by M artin [9]. It is, in fact, the simplest spatial model, since its nice 
product structure ensures tha t it can be considered as some kind of combination of 
two autoregressive processes on the line, and several properties can be derived by the 
analogy of one-dimensional autoregressive processes. This model has been used by
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Jain [8] in the study of image processing, by M artin [10], Cullis and Gleason [7], Basu 
and Reinsel [4] in agricultural trials and by Tj0stheim [13] in digital filtering.
In the stable case when |a |, \@\ < 1, asymptotic normality of several estimators 
(an , f3n) of (a , ¡3) based on the observations { X k}  : k,£  =  1 , . . . , n }  has been shown
N (0, £ a „a) with some covariance m atrix £ a „a.
In the nearly unstable case when a sequence of stable models with a n ^  1, f3n ^  1 
is considered, in contrast to the AR(1) model, the sequence of Gauss-Newton estima­
tors (an , f3n) of (an , f3n) has been shown to be asymptotically normal (Bhattacharyya
In the present paper we study asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator 
in a spatial model which can be considered as the simplest spatial model, tha t can not 
be reduced somehow to autoregressive models on the line (like the doubly geometric 
model). We will find a rather peculiar limiting behaviour of the covariance structure 
(see Proposition 2.1), and we show th a t the normalising factor in our unstable model 
differs from tha t in the doubly geometric model.
Our spatial autoregressive process { X k/  : h,£ G Z} is a solution of the spatial 
stochastic difference equation
This model is stable (i.e., has a stationary solution) in case |a | < 1/2 (see W hittle 
[15], Beasg [5], Basu and Reinsel [3]), and unstable if |a | =  1/2. We remark, th a t in 
case |a | < 1/2, a stationary solution can be given by
where Uk,} := { ( i , j )  G Z2 : i < k and j  < £} and the convergence of the series is 
understood in L2-sense.
We consider a nearly unstable sequence of stationary processes, i.e., for each n  G N,
(e.g. Tj0stheim [12], [14], Basu and Reinsel [2], [3]), namely, (n (â n —a), n(f3n - p )) —
et. al. [6]), namely, (n3/2(ân — a n ), n 3/2( fn — f n)) —^  N (0 , £) with some covariance 
matrix S.
Xk,e — a ( X k - i /  +  X k / - i )  +  £k,e- (1.1)
(1.2)
we take a stationary solution { X ^ }  : k , l  G Z} of equation (1.1) with param eter a n 
converging to 1/ 2, more precisely,
1 Yna n = ------- —, where 7„ > 0 and 7n ^ 7 > 0  as n -> o o . (1-3)
2 n
For a set H  C Z2, the least squares estimator a H  of a n based on the observations
{Xf^g : (k, t) G H } is obtained by minimizing the sum of squares(n) .
(k/)GH
2
with respect to a, and it has the form
V* (X (n) +  X (n) ) X (n)~(n) _  Z ^ (k ,£ )e f f ^ k -1,1 ^k ,£- l )^k ,£
° H V' ( Y ^  -i- Y *-") 2^ '
2-^(k/)GH\X k - 1 ,£ '  X k } - 1 )
Consider the triangles Tk,} := {(i, j )  G Z2 : * +  j  > 1, i < k and j  < £} for k,£  G Z. 
Note, th a t Tk,} =  0 if k +  £ < 0.
1.1 T h eo rem . For each n  G N, let { X ^ }  : k,£ G Z} be a stationary solution of 
equation (1.1) with parameter a n given by (1.3), and with independent identically 
distributed random variables {£(n} : k,£ G Z} such that E £0^ 0 =  0, Var £0n0 =  1 and
4J n) £ 0,0 < œ .  Let (kn) and (£n) be sequences of integers such that kn +  £n \  œsUPn£N E 
as n  ^  œ .  I f
lim Y n 2(kn +  £n)n - 1 / 2  =  œ  (1.4)n
then
Yn 1/4(kn +  £u)n1 / 4  (aTJn n  D  N (0, 1) as n  ^  m .
Observe, tha t due to stationarity of the process { X ^  : k,£  G N}, the distribution 
of aTU) equals the distribution of a^J1 , where kn := [(kn +  £n)/2] and £n :=n ’ n kn> ^ n
[(kn +  £n +  1)/2]. As kn +  £n =  kn +  £n, in Theorem 1.1 we can substitute kn 
by kn and £n by £n . The sequence (kn , kn ) can be embedded into the sequence 
(k'n , £n), where k'n := [n/2] and £'n := [(n +  1)/2], i.e., there exists a strictly monotone 
increasing sequence (qn ) of positive integers such tha t k'qn =  kn and £'qn =  £n, namely, 
qn =  kn +  £n . Clearly k'n +  £'n =  n. Furthermore, let (rn ) be a monotone increasing 
sequence such tha t rqn =  n. Condition (1.4) implies limn^ TO nY^/ r n 1 / '2 =  m . To 
prove Theorem 1.1, it is enough to show
Yr„1/4(kn +  £'n)rn 4  -  ^ 0  ^  N ( 0  1) as ^  œ . (1.5)
To simplify notation in what follows we omit the prime from our index sequences and 
assume tha t kn =  [n/2] and £n =  [(n +  1)/2]. We can write
a Tn \  -  a rn =  A n/B ,
with
A _ ( Y (rn> I Y (rn> )A rn)A n := (X i - 1 ,j +  X i , j - 1 )£i,j ,
Bn  := £  ( X - l j  +  X g - i ) 2.
( i j)£Tkn,en
Hence, the statem ent of Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following two proposi­
tions, where (rn ) is a monotone increasing sequence of positive integers.
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1.2 P ro p o s itio n . I f  limn^ œ nY1 / 2 r n 1 / 2  =  œ , then
Y1 / 2 n - 2 r- 1/ 2 B n 1 , as n  ^  œ .
1.3 P ro p o s itio n . I f  limn^ œ nY1 / r r l X / 2  =  œ , then
Y1 / 4 n n 1r - 1 / 4 A n N ( 0 , 1), as n  ^  œ .
The proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are provided in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
Section 2 is devoted to the limiting behavior of the covariance structure of the sequence 
of random fields { X ^ ^  : k,£ G Z}, n G N.
2 C ovariance s tru c tu re
Let { X k,} : k,£ G Z} be a stationary solution of equation (1.1) with parameter 
a. Clearly Cov(Xilij 1 , X i 2 ,j2 ) =  Cov(Xil- i2 ,j1 - j 2 ,Xo,o) for all *1 , j 1 ,*2 , j 2 G Z. Let 
Rk}  := Cov(Xk}, Xo,o) for k,£ G Z.
2.1 L em m a. I f  k,£ G Z  with k£ < 0, then
/  ,_______ \ \k\ + \e\
0 < R k e = 1
~  M V I -  4 a 2 I 2a K >
0 < R k}  =  Ro, | kn} —  E  ( |k £| +  2i)  a\kn} I+2i. (2.2)
I f  k, £ G Z  with k£ > 0; then
\ k \ m - i
'L0 ,\
P ro o f. Representation (1.2) of X k immediately implies
Rk,e =  E X k /X o f i  =  E Xo,oXk,e =  R - k -e -
Hence, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for k,£ G Z with k > 0. It is easy to show 
th a t R 0 , 0 =  VarXoto =  (1 — 4aU) n i / 2 . For k > 1, equation (1.1) and the stationarity 
of { X k,e : k,£ G Z} implies
Rk,e =  a ( R k - ie  +  Rk,e-i).  (2.3)
For k > 1 and £ < —1 we also have
R k,e =  a (R sk+i,e +  R k,te+i)- (2.4)
By solving the system of difference equations (2.3)-(2.4), we immediately obtain (2.1) 
(see, e.g., Basu and Reinsel [3]).
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Now, let k,£ G Z with k > 0, £ > 0. From the representation (1.2) of X k,e we get
Rke  =  1 1  ( ‘ +  ! +  ■ +  - 0 ( *  j  a ’+ ' + ™  =  ±  ( ‘ +  + +  2' )  a ‘+t+2‘ > 0.
i=o j= o '  '  '  '  i=o \  ~  y
On the other hand, equation (1.1) and the stationarity of { X k,e : k,£ G Z}  implies
i k  +  A
R k,e =  a (R k+i,e +  R k,e+i) + f k ) a  k+e - (2.5)
From (2.3) and (2.5) we obtain
r  _ r  +  f k +  £ \^ a k+teR k,e =  R k+i,e+i +  I k ) a  -
Using this recursion we can simultaneously reduce both indices until one of them 
reaches zero. Thus, we get (2.2) and the proof is complete. □
Consider now a nearly unstable sequence of stationary processes { X ^ }  : k,£ G Z}, 
n G N, described in Theorem 1.1. For each n G N, let us introduce the piecewise 
constant random field
X (n)(s,t)  := r- i / 4 X ( rnj)+i , tj+u s , t  G R,V ’ / n [nsj + i,[ntj + i ’ ’ ’
where, again, (rn ) is an arbitrary monotone increasing sequence of positive integers 
such th a t limn—TO n^r l^r-  1 / 2  =  m.
2.2 P ro p o s itio n . Let s i , t i , s 2 , t 2 G R. Then
lim Yri2 Cov ( x {n)( s i , t i ) , X (-n\ s 2 , t 2 )] = 0 ,  i f  si — S2 =  t i  — t 2 , (2.6)n—tt  n \  /
lim sup 7 r1/ 2 Cov ( x ('n)( s i , t i ) , x ('n)(s2 , t 2)] < \ ,  i f  S! -  s 2 = h  -  t 2. (2.7)
n— ' / 2
P ro o f. According to the relationship of s i — s2 and t i — t 2 we have three different 
cases.
C ase  1. Let s i — s2 > 0 > t i —1 2 (or s i — s2 < 0 < t i —1 2) and s i — s2 =  t i —1 2. 
Then, for all n G N, we have [nsi] — [ns2] > 0 > [nti ] — [nt2]. Lemma 2.1 implies that
/  I  \  y ( | s i — s 2 | +  | t i — *2 I)
Cov [ X ^ \ SiM ) ,  X (")(S2, t 2) ) < ( 2  +  4 arJ - 1/27 -i/2
U (2.8)
for sufficiently large n G N, where
/?„ : 2“ r-
2arn -  1 + \J 1 -  4a2ri
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It is not difficult to see th a t f3n ^ œ ,  as n ^  œ .  Hence, 
! \ n  /  !
1 -------= 1 ------------- ^ O a s n ^ o o
P n )  V P n )
because of the condition limn—TO n Y V 2 r n X / 2  =  m . This implies (2.6).
C ase  2. Let s i — s2 > 0, t i —1 2 > 0 (or s i — s2 < 0, t i —1 2 < 0) and s i — s2 =  t i —1 2. 
For all n G N, [nsi ] — [ns2] > 0 and [nti ] — [nt2] > 0. Lemma 2.1 implies that
Cov (X  (n) ( s i , t i ) , x (n )  (s2 t ) )  < r -  i/2RonUu s1jn [ns2j -  [nt1j + [nt2j \, 
and (2.6) can be derived as in Case 1.
C ase  3. Finally, let s i —s 2 =  t i —t 2. It is easy to see th a t |[nsi ] —[ns2] —[nti ] +  [nt2]| < 
2. From (2.2) follows, that
, x (  1 )  \ [ns1j [ns2j [ntlj + [nt2j| 
Cov < r -V 2 (1_ 4Q;2 j - i / 2  J'l _  ;
where the last term  of the right-hand side tends to  1 as n ^ m .  This implies (2.7). 
□
In order to estimate covariances and moments we make use the following lemma 
which is a natural generalization of Lemma 2.6 of Baran et. al. [1].
2.3 L em m a. Let Ci,C2 , - -- be independent random variables with E Ci = 0 ,  E Ci = 1  
for all i G N, and M 4  := supieN ECi < m .  Let ai, a2 , . . . , b i ,b 2 , . . .  G R such that
aibi > 0 for all i G N and ^2 ^ = 1  a2 < œ ,  ^2 j^= 1  b2 < œ .  Let X  := ^2i= 1  a£i
JieN 1■vtt 2
H=i ai ^  L^j = i wj  ^  ^  ^  :=  i=i '
Y  := Y'!j=i bjCj, where the convergence of the infinite sums understood in \-2 -sense. 
Then
0 < Cov(X2,Y 2) < 2M 4  Cov(X, Y )2, E X 2Y 2 < 3M 4  E X 2 E Y 2.
3 P ro o f of P ro p o sitio n  1.2
During the proof of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 we will use notation
M 4  := sup E £o,o|4.
i£N
To prove Proposition 1.2 it is enough to show that
YlL2 n n 2 r - 1 / 2  E Bn ^  1, (3.1)
Yrnnn 4 r n 1 Var Bn ^  0. (3.2)
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Equation (1.1), representation (1.2) and the stationarity of { X ^ }  : k,£ G Z}  imply 
E Bn =  a - 2 E  Var ( x j  — £(j )  = a  ^  E  (Var X j  — 1
(i,j )&Tkn,tn (i,j )^Tkn,en
_ 2 ( kn +  £n ) ( kn + £ n +  l )  (  v {rn ) ^  - 2 n (n + l )  (  1
J ( V a r X 0.0 -  I j  - a , .  — 5—
thus, we obtain (3.1).
Applying Lemma 2.3 and representation (1.2), we get that
V„ B n =  E  E  C»v ( x t j l  — ®(r:j! )2. (X £ j2  —^ i 2)
(i1 ,j 1 )&Tkn,tn ( i 2 : j 2 )^Tkn,(n
<'iMi Y. E C o v ( A t ^ Y < ; : > '2af1 n {il,jl)^Tkn,in (i2 ,j2 )eTkn
r(n 
-k,£From the stationarity of { X ^ }  : k,£ G Z}  it follows tha t the triangle Tkn} n may be 
replaced by Tn o. Hence,
l r nn ^ Ar ^  V a r B „ < ^ - i  f  j / ^ C o v ^ X ^ ^ s i ,  ii) , X (n)(s2, ¿2)) d s id tid s2d t2,Hr.
T T
where T  := {(s,t) G R2 : 0 < s < 1, — s < t < 0}. As the area of the triangle 
T  is finite and the integrand is uniformly bounded on T  x T , Fatou’s lemma and 
Proposition 2.2 imply (3.2). □
4 P ro o f of P ro p o sitio n  1.3
For a given n G N and 1 < m  < n, let
A •_ \  ' (X  (rn) I X (r'n)A n,m ■— /  \X p - 1 ,q '  X p,q-1 )p,q ,
(p,q)(z-Tkm,em
where A no  •_ 0. Let Fm denote the a-algebra generated by the random variables
• (P, q) G Ukm/m} ■
Obviously, A n n  _  An _  E  nm=\(Anym -A n ,m - l) .  First we show tha t (Ari,m -  A ri,m - 1 , Fm ) 
is a square integrable martingale difference. Let R m •_ Tk m \  Tkm_l / m_l , where 
R 1 •_ T k l / 1 . By the representation (1.2),
A  -  A  1 _  a - 1  e (rn)A n,m A n,m- 1  — a rn /  j °P,q /  j
(p,q)€Rm (i,j)eUp,q 
(i,j)=(p,q)
p  +  q — i — j  
p — i
-vP+q-
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Collecting first the terms containing only £(rn) with ( i , j)  G R m , and then the rest, 
we obtain the decomposition
A U,m A-nm-i A n,m:i I ^s,t A n:'m:2 :S:t, (4.1)
(k})ERm
where
-  P(rn) S T  ( p  +  q — i — A n P + q - i - j  r(rn)A n,m, 1 :=  a rn £P,q' ^  I p _ *  1 ^ *  ' £i,J
(p,q)eRm (i,j )£UPq \ Ukm_i,em_i
(i,(=(p,q)
A  2 :=  a n 1 V  (P +  q — * — j \ aP + qninj ^An,m,2 ,p,q • a rn I * a rn bi,j .
(i,j )^UP,qn Ukm-i,em-i
The term  A ri}„ i }1 is a quadratic form of the variables : ( i , j)  G R m}, hence
A n ,m , 1 is independent of F ^ - 1. The terms A n,m,2,p,q are linear combinations of the 
variables {£(rn  : ( i , j)  G Uk m _ 1 , £m _ 1 }, thus they are measurable with respect to F n n1. 
Hence,
E (An,m — A n,mn1 |F n ,n 1) =  E A n,m, 1 +  A n,m,2 ,p,q E ^ p ^  | F m,n 1) = 0.
(p,q)eRm
By the Martingale Central Limit Theorem (see, e.g., Shiryayev [11, Theorem 4, p. 
511]), the statem ent is a consequence of the following two propositions, where 1H 
denotes the indicator function of the set H .
4 .1 P ro p o s itio n . I f  limn^ œ nY1 / r n X / ‘2 =  œ  then
n
YH 2 n n ‘2 r n 1 / ‘2 ^ 2  E ((An,m — A n ^ r n )2 | F —^  1 as n  ^  œ .
m= 1
4.2 P ro p o s itio n . I f  limn^ œ nY^/ 2 r n 1 / '2 =  œ  then for all 6  > 0,
Yr n )1/2 n 2rn l1/ t  E (  (A n m  — An,mn1)^  |  IAn ,mnAn ,m-iI> il-1 ' inr1%' i )
converges to 0 in probability as n  ^
P ro o f  o f  P ro p o s itio n  4.1. Using decomposition (4.1), from the measurability of
A n¡m¡2¡p¡q with respect to the a-algebra Fm_ 1, from the independence of A n ¡ m ¡ 1  and
~(rn.) . fp q\ a R \  'JZn on/'! C í Í A -,t(rn)'\ —m{epq : (p, q) G R m} from F ^ -1 , and from E((A n m 1 £p,q ) =  0  one obtains
E ((A n,m — A n ,m - l ) 2 \ F m- 0  =  E A n,m, 1 +  X /  A n,m,2 ,p,q = : Vm-
(p,q)eRm
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n
E e  vm -  1, (4.2)
The statem ent will follow from
. i / 2 ^ 2 ^ / 2 \  E VJ  -
m=i
Yrnn- 4 r - i V a r ( ] T  V j )  -  0. (4.3)
\m=i
As A n :m — A n m - i  is a martingale difference with respect to F j , we have 
E V n =  E (E( A2 I 'Fn ) — A2  ^ =  E A2 —E A2E m E VE \ n,m \ J m - i )  A n m - i /  E A n,m E n-m - i  •
Thus, using the independence of the terms ep n ) and representation (1.2) we get
Em =i E Vm =  E A U =  ' E p , q)€Tkn.n  E ( X<p - l q  +  ^ n - i )  =  E B n. In this way, (4.2) 
directly follows from (3.1).
Considering the variances, from Lemma 2.3, from the definition of the terms 
A U:m:2:P:q and from the representation (1.2) of X p q ^  follows, that
v - f i x )  £  £  co » (A t:> ,A -< -> )2,
\ m= i  /  Tn (Pl :q i)eTkn, tn (P2 ,q2) ^ Tkn , t n
hence one can derive (4.3) as (3.2) has been derived. □
P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  4.2. To prove Proposition 4.2 it suffices to show
n (  | )
-4^ — i \  A i— i f  A A \4 rn  A PYrnn ~rn ~ ^ 2 l  E \ i A U:m — A U:m-i ) 4  F m - i j  ----► 0. (4.4)
m=i
From the decomposition (4.1) of An:m — An:m- i it follows that 
( A _ A )4 2  ^a4 i 2  ^ I \  e(rn) A\A U:m A n:m -i) < £ A n,m:i ' I /  j es,t A n '^m,2 P^:q
y(P:q)eR„
By the independence of An-m-i and Fm- i , we have E {A Um i  1 F m =  E A j :m:i. 
Using measurability of A U:m:2:P:q with respect to F J _ i , we obtain
i
E
,(P:q)eRm
5 3  ePP-n  A nm:2 :P:q I F,J  _ i |  < ((M4 — 3)+ + 3) I ^  ^Ui-mapq
Hence, in order to prove (4.4), it suffices to show that
Yrnn 4 r - ^ ^ 2  E A U,m,i — 0  (4.5)
m=i
l r nn  E I J 2  A U:m:2 :P:q | — 0  (4.6)
= i \ (P:q)^ Rm
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As km =  [m/2] and l m =  [(m +  1 )/2], for even values of :
km P— 1
A n,m,l =  a rr!  E  E  ~ p ,m
p=-£m + l i = - t t
while for the odd values we have
~ ! ^  E  a — 4 ^ 1 ■/ -J ' n km iq km j
q= — km + 1 j = — tt
Since km +  £m =  m, similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.7 of [1] one can show that 
E A n m i  =  O(m 2), as n  which implies (4.5).
Lemma 2.3, the definition of A n m ,2,P,q and representation (1.2) imply
2 / \ 2 
e | E  <».*„,,) ^  E
y(P,q)eRm ! rn \ (p,q)eR,
As by Lemma 2.1 Var x P q  =  (1 — 40^^) 1/2, we have
(  \ 2 2i I r m ^
E E  A n,m,2 ,p,q\ < ^ M 40 . -4 ( 1 -  4«^ )“1TO2 < ^ M 40 . -4—----,
\(p,q)eRm J  Yrn
hence, we obtain (4.6). □
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